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Dallas
Cowboys

2016 Recap
What can one possibly say about the Cowboys’ 2016 season that hasn’t already been 

said? We all thought Ezekiel Elliott would be good behind Dallas’ outstanding offensive 
line, but how many people saw him leading the league in rushing with over 1,600 yards? 
When Romo got hurt - big surprise, right? - some 4th round pick steps in and plays like 
Steve Young to lead the Cowboys to the playoffs. I’m going to vomit if I keep typing 
about them, but I digress. The point of all this is to tell you that rookies Elliott and Dak 
Prescott were great - but superstar wideout Dez Bryant wasn’t. Coming off a foot injury 
that sucked the life out of his 2015 season, Dez never found a connection with Prescott 
amid missing 3 games early with another injury. When he was healthy the first two games 
of the season, it took him awhile to develop a solid rapport with Prescott, recording only 
one 100 yard game prior to the aforementioned injury. Once he returned in late October, 
he lit up the Eagles for 113 yards and a touchdown, but only passed 100 yards once in 
the next nine games. You 
could make the argument 
that Prescott preferred 
fellow wide receiver Cole 
Beasley over Bryant. 
Was this a product of 
the team limiting a young 
quarterback and settling 
for the underneath 
throws? Or does Prescott 
have a beef with Bryant? 
I doubt it’s the latter, but 
if the Cowboys want to 
see what they really have 
in Prescott going forward, 
looking downfield for 
number 88 should be the 
quickest way to find out. 
– The Hudsonian

Position Player Points 2016 Ranking

QB Dak Prescott 334.5 QB6
RB1 Ezekiel Elliott 345.4 RB2

RB2 Darren McFadden 6.7 RB126

RB3 Alfred Morris 37.9 RB77
WR1 Dez Bryant 184 WR32
WR2 Cole Beasley 181.1 WR33
WR3 Terrance Williams 113.1 WR68

WR4 (R) Ryan Switzer N/A N/A
TE Jason Witten 150.3 TE9
K Dan Bailey 120.0 K7
D/ST Cowboys 152.0 DST13
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Ezekiel Elliott
We saw in college what Ezekiel 

Elliott was capable of. During the 
Buckeyes’ march to the 2014 
National Championship, Elliott 
ran for 476 yards and 6 TDs. In 
two games. Against Alabama and 
Oregon. It was only a matter of 
time before we saw his rare blend 
of size, speed, quickness and 
agility running over linebackers at the NFL level. He came into 2016 as the #4 overall 
pick with arguably the best offensive line in football blocking for him. I mean, what the 
hell did you think was going to happen? 

By leading the league in rushing last year with 1,631 yards, Elliott proved it’s okay to 
draft a running back in the top 5 of the NFL Draft, while helping running backs return to 
the hearts of fantasy owners everywhere. Remember when everyone was saying, “Take 
a wide receiver first! They’re more reliable!”? I do, because I know I said it on multiple 
occasions. Going into this year, Elliott is the consensus #3 RB on the board, behind 
David Johnson and Le’Veon Bell, but you can certainly make the argument for him to go 
before either one of them. The biggest knock on Elliott over the other two RB studs is 
that he does less damage in the receiving game. 

Well, when the Cardinals throw the ball 80,000 times a season and the Steelers have 
exactly two playmakers with which to run their offense through, it’s easy to see where 
Elliott can fall through the cracks. But he had 40 targets last year, not a huge number 
by any means when you consider Johnson had 120 (?!) and Bell had 94, but still a 
respectable number for a running back. Johnson had 2,118 total yards, Bell 1,884 and 
Elliott 1,994. Playing in PPR leagues like Club Fantasy, it’s clear to see how Johnson and 
Bell are the clear favorites, just don’t sleep on the TDs. Bell has never been a heavy TD 
scorer, with 11 being his season high in 2014. Johnson and Elliott take the cake in this 
arena, with Johnson scoring 12 and 20 his first two seasons in the league and Elliott 
finding paydirt 16 times his rookie season. But when Elliott rushes for 2,000 yards this 
year - and really, behind that offensive line, you know it’s possible - the extra points for 
catches Johnson and Bell get may not matter in Elliott’s pursuit of the top spot in our 
fantasy football loving hearts. – The Hudsonian

Ezekiel Elliott, RB
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Dez Bryant
If season-wrecker was a word, “Dez Bryant” would be a synonym for it. Fantasy 

owners everywhere drafted Bryant in the first rounds of both the 2015 and 2016 
fantasy drafts and #88 did not reward them for their confidence. Predictably there 
are many issues with Dez that should cause you heartburn if you’re considering 
taking him in the 1st round of your draft this year. He’s had two years of bad injury 
luck, he never really seemed to get into a rhythm with Dak Prescott last year, and 
he’s never been a target hog, having ranked in the top 20 in targets just once in his 
career. I know, Allen Robinson fans - targets don’t always correlate to success. But 
Dez’s experience, athletic ability and the talent he has around him would certainly 
seem to justify more targets per game. As Josh mentioned in the 2016 recap it’s 
hard to tell if the Cowboys 
were just playing it safe with 
their rookie quarterback or 
if protecting Dak behind the 
best offensive line in football 
with underneath throws and 
a healthy dose of Zeke 
is the future of offense in 
Dallas. Until that gets sorted 
out it’s very difficult to 
recommend relying on Dez 
as your number one wide 
receiver. I’ll say he grabs 80 
catches for 1100 yards and 
9 touchdowns in 2017. 
– Cole Hoopingarner

Cowboys hatred aside, I would stay away from Bryant as 
my WR1. I think he’s a high upside WR2, kind of like Alshon 
Jeffery, until the Cowboys show me how their offense 
evolves in Year 2 of the Dak & Zeke show. 
– The Hudsonian

““
Dez Bryant, WR
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Dak Prescott
Four months removed from his last game, I am 

still stunned by what Dak Prescott accomplished 
in 2016. Prescott ended 2016 as the sixth-ranked 
QB and eighth-ranked overall player using Club 
Fantasy scoring settings. He did that while finishing 
only 16th in passing yards (3969), 23rd in attempts 
(497), 22nd in completions (335), and 11th in 
passing touchdowns (26). How the hell did he finish 
sixth at the QB position? The 282 rushing yards and 
six rushing touchdowns certainly helped, but it was 
the lack of turnovers that pushed him over the top. 
Prescott threw just four interceptions and lost just 
three fumbles. If he would have just thrown for the 
average number of interceptions thrown by QBs last 
year (12), he would have plummeted from the sixth-
ranked QB to the 15th-ranked QB. Quite simply, 
Prescott and the Cowboys’ coaching staff clicked immediately and it resulted 
in one of the most highly efficient and mistake-averse rookie QB campaigns in 

history. You’d have to think 
that defenses will adjust 
this year and Prescott will 
make more mistakes. But 
with the talent around him 
and just how damn good 
he looked last year, I’m not 
ready to knock him back in 
the rankings too far. Write 
him in as a top 8 QB and 
draft him with confidence. 
– Cole Hoopingarner

I hate writing in QBs that use running 
statistics to elevate their fantasy 
performances into the top 10. We ranked 
Wilson and Newton in the top 5 last year 
and that was simply brilliant (not!). But with 
so few mistakes, it’s too damn hard not to. 
And I really don’t want to. Damn it. 
– The Hudsonian

““
Dak Prescott, QB
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2017 Preview
Can Elliott replicate his RB2 ranking? He could, but I’d project him as the 3rd best RB 

with a full season of Bell in Pittsburgh. Can Prescott stay among the elite fantasy QBs? 
Sure, because those rushing yards and TDs and so few turnovers will keep him there. Will 
Dez Bryant be the best WR for the Cowboys this year? That’s only a question because 
of two years worth of injuries. Will Jason Witten once again be a reliable top 10 TE? He 
won’t be drafted as such, but you know there will be injuries, and Witten doesn’t miss 
games. Cowboys players will be littered throughout your fantasy lineups, and for good 
reason. They’re really freakin’ productive. That schedule has highs and lows, but nothing 
a talented offense like this can’t handle. Ugh. This Eagles fan needs a cheesesteak and 
case of beer, ASAP! - The Hudsonian

Week 1: vs. New York Giants Week 10:  @ Atlanta Falcons

Week 2: @ Denver Broncos Week 11: vs. Philadelphia Eagles

Week 3: @ Arizona Cardinals Week 12: vs. Los Angeles Chargers

Week 4: vs. Los Angeles Rams Week 13: vs. Washington Redskins

Week 5: vs. Green Bay Packers Week 14: @ New York Giants

Week 6: BYE WEEK Week 15: @ Oakland Raiders

Week 7: @ San Francisco 49ers Week 16: vs. Seattle Seahawks

Week 8: @ Washington Redskins Week 17: @ Philadelphia Eagles
Week 9: vs. Kansas City Chiefs

Team Schedule


